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Abstract
In many application areas, large amounts of data arise, which are often hard to interpret or make use of by
humans. Interactive visualization can help to overview and explore large amounts of data. An example is in the
life sciences, where databases of chemical compounds need to be analyzed in terms of similarities of molecular
properties. Scientists then need to explore this data in an efficient way.
The Scaffold Hunter framework is an Open Source software system for interactive visualization of highdimensional data. In this paper, we present an extension of Scaffold Hunter with an interactive heatmap, which ties
in tightly with a dendrogram visualization. We added specific interaction modalities and views tailored to the analysis of chemical compounds. Zooming capabilities allow to start from an overview of the data (showing all data
elements at once) down to a detail-on-demand view which includes chemical structural views of molecules. We
show how the interactive heatmap with clustered rows and columns can bring new insights into the data regarding
various properties. The implementation is made available for researchers and practitioners to use.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.4.3 [Information System Applications]: Communications Applications—Information browsers J.3 [Computer Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences—Medical
information systems

1. Introduction
Information Visualization can provide effective tools for exploration and understanding of large data sets. Increasingly,
interactive visualization tools are used in many application
areas, such as financial data analysis, engineering, social media analysis, and also, the life sciences [LLC∗ 12]. In drug
design, a core problem is the analysis of similarities between chemical compounds (or molecules) based on certain
properties (e.g., physical, electrical, functional, etc.) of the
molecules. Recent high-throughput laboratory technologies
can provide thousands of molecular properties by mass experiments, and it is a challenge to analyze, which molecules
correspond to which other molecules along which properties.
A visual representation often used in this scenario is
a tabular (or matrix) representation, where rows represent
molecules and columns represent individual properties. Sorting algorithms can arrange the rows and columns by similarc The Eurographics Association 2015.
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ity, supporting grouping analysis in this data. Using colorcoding, the cells in this matrix represent properties (or attributes) of the molecules, and visual structures like blocks,
starts or lines denote patterns in the data to be further analyzed.
Such generic analysis tasks require the availability of visual analysis software. As it is not efficient for each laboratory to implement their own software, there is a need for
available, versatile software frameworks, which are ready
to use or can be tailored towards a specific task. Scaffold
Hunter is an Open Source framework for explorative analysis of chemical compound databases. We extend this framework by an interactive heatmap representation, which supports users to examine the data from overviews to details.
Our implementation is flexible in that it can incorporate different sorting and display algorithms.
In this paper, we describe the Scaffold Hunter framework,
and introduce our heatmap extension. While we recognize
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that a number of Open Source visualization frameworks already exists, Scaffold Hunter is readily available and tailored
towards chemical and molecular analysis tasks, offering efficient and effective visualization in this domain. We provide
the extension to the public, hoping that it will foster research
and application in chemical and molecular analysis scenarios. We also describe a use case that demonstrates how the
tool is applied.

2. Related Work
Our work relates to the wider field of interactive data visualization, and specifically, open source frameworks for visualization of data, including biomedical use-cases.
Information visualization [CMS99] aims at finding visual structures for abstract, possibly large data sets. The
goal is to support users by gaining an understanding of data
by providing overviews, interactive exploration and drilldowns. In general, many visual mappings for many different
kinds of data, including time-oriented, geospatial or highdimensional data, have been proposed [WGK15]. Two specific visualization techniques are matrix heatmaps and dendrograms.
Matrix heatmaps show properties of data in a tabular view,
where rows and columns contain data records and properties,
respectively. Matrix visualization [WTC08] typically needs
to provide a similarity-oriented ordering, such to allow users
to see patterns and clusters of similar data. Matrix visualization usually uses color-coding to show normalized data
values in the cells of the matrices. Matrix visualizations are
scalable down to the pixel level, where each pixel by colorcoding may represent one given value [AKK95].

In previous work, we have proposed interactive visualization and comparison of matrix displays [BSB∗ 10] and
sets of dendrograms [BLH∗ 11] for analysis of molecular
properties and phylogenetic relationships. Finally, we reference the area of molecule visualization, where the goal is
to show spatial and chemical-molecular properties of compounds [HOF04]. To this end, molecule visualization including visual abstraction methods [vdZLBI11] have been proposed before.
3. Extending Scaffold Hunter with dendrogram and
Matrix Visualization
In the following, we will describe an implementation of a
configurable clustered heatmap for the Open Source project
Scaffold Hunter (http://scaffoldhunter.sourceforge.net)
[KKM13, KKK∗ 13, WKR∗ 09].
3.1. Scaffold Hunter as Basis for our Implementation
Scaffold Hunter is an Open Source visual analytics tool,
which is freely available under GNU GPL v3 and it is implemented in Java. It enables chemists to perform drug discovery by providing visual and interactive methods to explore
the chemical space of molecular databases (e.g., PubChem
or ChemDB). The current version (Scaffold Hunter 2.4.1)
supports the following visualization methods:
•
•
•
•
•
•

scaffold tree
table
dendrogram
scatter plot (2D and 3D)
tree map
heatmap

Dendrograms are a well-known visualization of clusters
of a hierarchical clustering. An orthogonal node-link diagram shows the similarity relationships between elements
in a hierarchical fashion. The similarity relationships can
be computed by algorithms, e.g., hierarchical clustering algorithms [HKP11]. Dendrograms and matrix visualizations
are often combined, with dendrograms showing the similarity relationships within rows and columns on each side of
sorted matrix displays.
There exist many interactive data visualization systems today, of which we can only reference a few
ones here. Tableau (http://www.tableau.com) is a commercial visualization system based on a spreadsheetlike user interface, allowing to construct views by intelligent diagram selection and drag and drop operations. D3 [BOH11] is a widely-used JavaScript-based
framework for developing interactive data visualization
for the Web. Also, some data mining frameworks like
SAS JMP (http://www.jmp.com/en_us/home.html) or KNIME [BCD∗ 08] include visualization modules to show the
outcome of applied data analysis algorithms.

Figure 1: The workflow of Scaffold Hunter for visual analysis of chemical space. Several data formats can be used
to import data into the central database. On the molecules
data, further calculations can be performed. An integrated
subset and filter management supports users to refine the
currently investigated data set. To analyze the data visually, Scaffold Hunter offers a broad set of interactive visualizations to analyze the current data set. (Image source:
Kriege [Kri13])
As depicted in Figure 1, the workflow of the Scaffold
Hunter framework can be divided into three main parts,
c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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namely Data Integration & Management, Analysis and Interactive Visualization. These parts are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Data Integration & Management The layer data integration & management provides all functions needed to import
and to access the data (see Figure 1). The central database
(eg., MySQL, HSQLDB) is accessed via Hibernate, which
abstracts the database access by an object-relational mapping. Besides importing new data from various file formats
(SDF, CSV and SQL), several calculation plugins can be
used to compute additional properties. Such calculations
might be the computation of molecular fingerprints or a scaffold tree. For several internal data structures and calculations, the library Chemistry Development Kit [SHK∗ 03] is
used. Moreover, the support of further data formats and calculations can be easily extended by a flexible plugin system.
Analysis The central part manages subsets of the data. Such
sets are created by applying filters, performing a substructure
search or by using the current selection defined by the user.
In Scaffold Hunter, scaffolds and molecules are selectable
elements. A special type of sets is the result of a clustering.
As the whole data set is often too large, subsets are important
to support the user to refine the explorable data space.
Interactive Visualization Scaffold Hunter provides a
framework to manage and integrate data views including appropriate controls and integration methods seamlessly to the
current system. For large and zoomable user interfaces, the
2D scene graph library Piccolo2D [BJM04] is used. The library Batik (https://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik) provides
functions to render and store SVG. The framework provides
ready-to-use functions for subset management and current
selections (see right sidebar in Figure 2). Each data visualization has to implement corresponding callbacks to support such global functions. As selection and annotation management is supported by the framework, selections are synchronized between all active data views. Therefore, Scaffold
Hunter provides a clean realization of the technique called
linking and brushing.
As the sophisticated workflow of Scaffold Hunter is well
designed and greatly open for extensions, it was an accommodating opportunity to extend it with an additional clustered heatmap view combined with dendrograms (see Figure 2).
3.2. Scaffold Hunter Extensions
This section explains our implementation which realizes an
interactive clustered heatmap for Scaffold Hunter. Subsection 3.1 describes that the architecture of the framework consists of three main parts, namely data integration & management, analysis and interactive visualization. Besides several small code extensions, the whole implementation of the
c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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heatmap is located in the latter layer of the framework. Scaffold Hunter provides a generic template to implement a new
data view. Every view needs to inherit from the generic view
class which manages all essential interfaces and callbacks
for data access and global features in order to preserve consistency. Two essential global features are selection management (for linking and brushing) and subset management (to
create subsets by using filters or manual selection). Linking
and brushing is realized by using an observable set. This set
contains all currently selected molecules and when the set is
being changed, all observers (views) will be notified. When
an individual view is notified, it is supposed to highlight all
selected elements in its representation space. In case of a
heatmap, each column of the map represents one molecule
and therefore, the corresponding column will be highlighted.
All corresponding controls of selection management are
shown in the right sidebar of every data view (Figure 2). New
views do not have to implement or adjust it. In contrast to the
right sidebar, the left one is a placeholder for individual user
interface elements to control the data view. Therefore, all required controls have to be implemented or ported from other
views. The property list in the left sidebar and additional elements, which are needed to configure the heatmap are newly
implemented components (controls to configure color coding, clustering and sorting of properties).
We ported the clustering configuration, clustering execution management and the rendering component (canvas) of
the dendrogram view to render the dendrogram above the
heatmap. In addition to that, we extended the molecule clustering mechanism to cluster general vectors (heat map rows).
For that, several generalizations and dependency resolutions
were necessary.
Considering that, all visual components placed between
the left and right sidebar are parts of our extension. These
parts include the actual heatmap, a rendering of a color legend for each row on the left side of the heatmap and a canvas to render property names (including an optional vertical
dendrogram tree) on the right side. The dendrogram canvas
above the heatmap has been modularized to realize viewport synchronizations between the dendrogram canvas and
the heatmap canvas.
3.3. Clustered Heatmap
Our implementation of a clustered heatmap is completely
integrated into Scaffold Hunter supporting all its interaction
paradigms.
3.3.1. Interactions
Including all user interactions mentioned in Figure 3, the
clustered heatmap supports the following user interactions:
• panning
• zooming
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Figure 2: An overview of the heatmap view and its user interface implemented for the Open Source project Scaffold Hunter:
In the center, the actual heatmap visualizes a data array (molecules vs. molecule properties) by using a three-colored color
mapping (1). Above the heatmap, a dendrogram is shown to depict the hierarchy of clustered molecules (2). The sidebar on the
left provides controls to configure the clustering and the heatmap (3). Between the left sidebar and the actual heatmap, a legend
for each row is shown to depict the rows value range (4). To the right of the heatmap, the name of a molecule property is shown
in each appropriate row (5). User interactions such as zoom and panning are supported to explore the data set and they can be
performed by using keyboard and mouse or by using the toolbar in the upper left corner (6). The selection of a data subset can
easily be done using the tree structure (7).

•
•
•
•
•

resizing
selection
zoom-to-fit-selection
tagging molecules
detail view and tooltip

Panning Panning is important when the heatmap is larger
then the actual display. Horizontal and vertical panning can
be performed by dragging the heatmap or using the corre-

Figure 3: The heatmap view supports several user interactions. From left to right: hide left and right sidebar, horizontal zoom in and zoom out, vertical zoom in and zoom out,
zoom to overview, zoom to fit selection.

sponding scroll bar. Vertical panning can also be carried out
by using the mouse wheel on both adjacent legends on the
left and right side.
Zoom A horizontal zoom and vertical zoom can be performed by using the mouse wheel above the heatmap or dendrogram. To improve usability, the center of the zoom is defined by the current position of the mouse pointer. Moreover,
Figure 4 shows that the heatmap uses semantic zoom to adjust the level of detail according to the zoom level.
Resizing Besides toggling sidebars, it is possible to resize
the heatmap canvas by moving the borders between heatmap
and dendrogram or legends. This enables the user to distribute the available space to individual segments of the
heatmap view. While resizing, an internal zoom level is being updated to synchronize the size of the heatmap (when
completely zoomed-out) and the size of the canvas. When
c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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creating a new view, the proportions are automatically adjusted to utilize the available space as much as possible.
Selection In the heatmap view, a molecule can be selected
by clicking on a column or on a dendrogram node. The
dendrogram also enables users to select a whole subtree of
the dendrogram. As shown in Figure 5, selected molecules
are highlighted as red dendrogram leaves and corresponding
columns have additional red borders. Each selected column
is additionally highlighted with a red overlay.
Zoom-to-Fit-Selection In Scaffold Hunter, all data views
are supposed to offer controls to visually navigate through
the current selection. The feature zoom-to-fit-selection supports the user to adjust the view-port in such a way that all
currently selected elements are visible at once. For that, the
heatmap pans and zooms to the appropriate level to fit all
selected columns. Furthermore, the selection management
offers controls to switch visually to the next selected item.
When switching to the next one, the view automatically pans
the heatmap matrix to show the selected column (molecule)
in the center of the view.
Tagging Molecules The framework of Scaffold Hunter provides a feature to tag molecules to support the user to recognize tagged molecules easily within other visualizations
(linking And brushing). As shown in Figure 6, a molecule
can be tagged via the dendrogram which is located above
the heatmap.
Detail View and Tooltip A detail view of the molecule, at
which the cursor is currently pointing at, is shown in the
left sidebar. It shows the value of the hovered property and
the molecules structure as a SVG. When pointing at a column of the heatmap or a dendrograms node for 3 seconds, a
tooltip window will be shown. This global feature of Scaffold Hunter shows all properties of the current molecule. In
addition to that, it is possible to attach comments.

Figure 4: Semantic zoom: When zoomed in, values are rendered in each cell to show additional information.

c The Eurographics Association 2015.

Figure 5: Selections are highlighted as red dendrogram
leaves and columns with red borders and a transparent red overlay. (Image source: Scaffold Hunter manual,
http://scaffoldhunter.sourceforge.net/)

3.3.2. Configuration
The clusted heatmap can be configured in various ways:
Clustering Before a heatmap can be rendered, a clustering
of all molecules within the selected subset has to be performed. For that, a clustering configuration is shown. The
Scaffold Hunter framework provides several parameters to
configure a clustering. Basic parameters are the type of clustering, (normal exact clustering or heuristic clustering), the
linkage criteria (complete linkage, group average linkage,
single linkage) and the distance function (Euclidean, Tanimoto, Jaccard). Besides these parameters, a subset of properties, used for distance calculation, can be defined.
In addition to that, it is possible to configure the ordering
of rows manually while columns have to be clustered any-

Figure 6: Scaffold Hunter supports users to tag single molecules with a flag to find it in other data
views. (Image source: Scaffold Hunter manual,
http://scaffoldhunter.sourceforge.net/)
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Figure 7: Individual color mapping functions are used to highlight specific properties in the heatmap.

way. All properties are shown as list in the left side bar. It
is possible to exclude individual properties to be shown as
a row in the rendered heatmap by unchecking it in the list.
For manual ordering, items in the list can be moved and reordered by drag-and-drop.
Color Mapping The heatmap view provides several possibilities to configure the color mapping function for each
row individually (per property) or as a global function applied to each row. As shown in Figure 7, the assignment of
an individual color mapping function to each row enables the
user to configure individual color ranges to highlight specific

properties. The heatmap supports three different mapping
functions: a two-colored gradient mapping, a three-colored
gradient mapping and an interval mapping. An interval mapping supports the user to highlight individual intervals of values.

4. Conceptual and Practical Application of Scaffold
Hunter
Our implementation of Scaffold Hunter provides useful facilities for interactive visual analysis in compound data. We
next describe its benefits in conceptual and practical terms.
c The Eurographics Association 2015.
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4.1. Relevance of Visual-Interactive Data Analysis
This implementation can be used to continue experiments
in interactive machine learning approaches particularly for
applications in personalized medicine [Hol14]. However,
biomedical data sets are full of probability, uncertainty, incompleteness, vagueness, noise, etc., which makes the application of automated machine learning approaches often
impossible [HDJ14]. Moreover, the complexity of current
machine learning algorithms have demotivated non-experts
from the application of them, but for machine learning and
data mining in the biomedical domain to be effective, it is
important to include a human domain expert into the data
exploration process, and combine the flexibility, creativity,
and general knowledge of the human with the enormous
computational capacity and analytical power of algorithms
and systems. One such approach is Visual Data Mining
(VDM) [OPHJ14], which integrates the human into the data
exploration process and aims to effectively represent data visually to benefit from sophisticated human perceptual abilities, allowing the expert to get insight into the data by direct
interaction with the data. Such an approach can be particularly helpful in the biomedicine, where we have little previous knowledge, have to deal with complex data sets, or when
the exploration goals are unclear or may evolve gradually
over time [TJHH14]. Such processes are hypothesis generation processes and pose a lot of challenges for further research: The visualizations of the data enable the user to gain
novel insight into the data, and generate new hypotheses to
support data mining and interpretation [WXH11].

4.2. Application in Practice and Extension Possibilities
Scaffold Hunter is developed in collaboration with Chemists
and Molecular Biologists from the pharmaceutical industry. As part of their routine work, these experts aim to find
groups in chemical compounds and relate them to chemical and pharmaceutical properties, i.e., the effect the compounds gave on certain processes. The ultimate goal is to
advance drug development and understand better the reactions. As discussed in “Scaffold hunter: visual analysis
of biological activity data” [KKK∗ 14], a typical workflow
starts by loading all compound data (rows) and apply hierarchical clustering on the rows based on the attributes (i.e.,
the columns). The hierarchical clustering is mapped to a 1dimensional sort order. Then, the expert by visual inspection
of the dendrogram identifies groups of compounds which are
similar to each other and have some interesting behavior for
certain attributes of interest (e.g., high reaction indicators).
Then, for each relevant cluster, a partitioning is attempted
to identify alternative compounds which exhibit a desired
reaction, but offer alternative compound structure as relevant for pharmaceutical production. While the originally described workflow [KKK∗ 14] was based on the dendrogram
and compound structure views, Scaffold Hunter as the result
of our implementation effort includes a heatmap represenc The Eurographics Association 2015.
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tation, which is expected to enhances the subgrouping and
correlation search substantially for our collaborators.
An open problem that needs further research attention is
a specific evaluation of the effect of the heatmap inclusion
as compared to using only dendrograms alone. Depending
on the data normalization and color scales chosen, expert
findings in the clusters and relationships may vary. While we
are interested in providing the best possible color-mappings,
more research is needed here. Just as one effect, there may
be differences between different users relating to contrast or
color perception, which may eventually affect the distinction
of groups. To that end, it would be desirable to include recent
approaches for perceptional compensation [MSK14] into the
color-mapping process.
Other extension possibilities include improving the dimension selection process. Our data usually includes many
dimensions, and currently all user-selected dimensions are
used to create the hierarchical clustering. However, this may
lead to unstable results due to the potential inclusion of
noisy or irrelevant dimensions. Methods from feature selection [LM07] or subspace search [BPR∗ 04] could provide means to arrive at smaller dimension sets and improve the overall exploration process. Also, we may aim
at interactively supporting the feature selection process by
glyph-based approaches as proposed recently by K RAUSE
ET AL . [KPB14].

5. Conclusions
We motivated the problem of visual interactive data analysis
in biomedical applications. A key problem here is to group
data for similarities and explore for relationships (e.g., similarities and differences) within and between groups of compounds and their attributes. Visualization can help analysts
to efficiently search for such relationships, making use of
interactive navigation and activation of background knowledge. We extended the Scaffold Hunter Open Source visualization system with a sortable heatmap and dendrogram as
basic and powerful facilities to search for relationships in
compound data. Semantic zoom interactions allow a user to
go from the overview of all compound data down to individual compound structures. Our implementation is made available and represents a step forward to provide visual-analysis
capabilities ready for use in biomedical research. Tools like
Scaffold Hunter contribute to the tool landscape, eventually
making it affordable to test visual-interactive data analysis
in many domains. Our contribution is an extension of Scaffold Hunter; i.e. we integrated our implementation into an
existing, well-known framework and did not present “yetanother-solution”, which merely integrates into an existing
working pipeline.
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